The cells of origin of ACTH in man.
The evidence from ACTH-producing tumors, from the morphologic effects of excess glucorticoids on the hypophysis, and from immunocytochemistry all points to the predominant "basophils" of the human anterior lobe, the intensely PAS-possitive beta(R) cells, as the source of ACTH. Similar cells often also occur, sometimes in large numbers, in the pars nervosa. beta(R) cells can be immunostained with antibodies against alphaMSH and betaMSH, but it is likely that they actually contain the precursor molecule(s) of betaMSH, betaLPH (and may be gammaLPH). Once this is satisfactorily documented, the functional term corticolipotrops should replace the provisional name beta(R) cells. Electron microscopically, these cells contain randomly arranged granules with a maximum diameter of 300-500 nm, and occasionally small amounts of filamentous material, which increases dramatically in response to excess glucocorticoids. In the beta (R) cells of adults, a single set of granules stains for ACTH and with antibodies to betaMSH. In fetal life, ACTH cells appear early and material reactive with anti-betaMSH accumulates in them (and possibly also in cells not containing ACTH) only later. The posterior lobe beta(R) cells can be immunostained with both anti-betaMSH and antibodies against the COOH-terminal portion of ACTH, but the presence of bioactive ACTH in them remains to be shown.